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As technology advances, so does the complexity 
of problems it exposes. Nowhere is this more
evident than in high-speed interface design. 
Timing issues previously deemed insignificant 
are now impacting design schedules and can no 
longer be dealt with after the fact. Design 
innovations such as double-data rate memory 
devices (DDR, DDRII, & DDRIII), with their 
source synchronous capabilities and continuing 
speed improvements, have increased the impact 
static timing issues have in resolving high-speed 
system interface operation. Margins for data 
setup and hold requirements are tight which 
leaves minimal room to secure an accurate data 
capture window. Faster edge rates also magnify 
physical design effects, which cause signal 
integrity issues that require additional settling 
time, shrinking timing margins further.

FPGA manufacturers like Altera are keeping pace 
with devices that are extremely register rich and 
offer advanced I/O features that directly 
support these high-speed interface protocols. 
In addition, they provide intricate timing control 
capability with fully programmable phase-locked 
loop networks. These features allow design of 
memory controllers, data exchangers, and 

pipeline networks. To take full advantage of these 
high-performance features and meet your timing 
requirements you must analyze your available 
static timing options.

TimingDesigner from EMA Design Automation is 
the solution to do just that.  It is ideal for high-
speed, multi-frequency designs like these where 
it is essential to accurately model and analyze 
signal relationships between devices on a board 
or between embedded functions in an ASIC or 
FPGA. It can evaluate comprehensive sets of 
timing alternatives and provide direction to the 
most complex of timing challenges, enabling 
designers to manage and monitor timing margins 
throughout the design process. This application 
note will discuss the integration between 
TimingDesigner and Altera Quartus II enabling 
the exchange of critical timing data to ensure 
system timing closure.

Introduction

Figure 1: TimingDesigner’s GUI windows allow easy capture of design interface characteristics
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Quartus II Constraint Export 
SDC generation capabilities within TimingDesign-
er allows creation of constraint files that reference 
specific timing measurements within your timing 
diagram. This ensures that the SDC constraints 
will mirror the actual design intent and provides 
constraints directly to the Quartus II flow to influ-
ence place & route. 

Quartus II Post-Place and Route Import
The Altera TimeQuest® Timing Analyzer provides 
incremental timing information of a placed and 
routed FPGA design. These timing increments can 
be brought into TimingDesigner for visual display 
of post-place and route timing analysis, allowing 
an update of the initial timing requirements speci-
fication, and providing insight into how to correct 
any potential problems.

With this methodology designers can accurately 
control the place and route by determining then 
exporting constraints from TimingDesigner, 
and get visual verification of design success by 
importing post-place and route timing reports for 
Altera FPGA devices.

For the purposes of this application note, a 
memory controller design implemented in an 
Altera Stratix® II device will be used as an example 
to illustrate the above design flow. The principals 
outlined here are not unique to high performance 
memory design as TimingDesigner’s interface 
features allow a level of integration that can be 
applied to any timing critical design interface.

TimingDesigner & Altera Design Flow
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Figure 2: Examples of center-aligned (top) and edge-aligned clock/data relationships

Complex Interface Timing Challenges 

Complex interface design presents many timing 
challenges, most of which aren’t really new. 
Each device has unique data/clock relationships 
(i.e. edge-aligned or center-aligned) and timing 
requirements (i.e. input setup, input hold, and 
clock-to-out) for successful data operations. In 

order for an interface to effectively communicate 
data, these protocol and timing requirements 
must be adhered to. For Altera, these operational 
requirements can be referenced through the ef-
fective implementation of SDC design constraints.

Constraining Designs
SDC format became an open source language in 
1999 for constraining complex design
descriptions through synthesis and, as a result, 
became the industry standard for ASIC and 
some FPGA design flows. While SDC does an 
effective job, there is still the complexity factor 
of implementing constraints correctly so that 
timing relationships are accurately represented. 
Add the fact that it’s mostly a manual process 
and you end up with a constraint system that is 
very powerful, but at the same time susceptible 
to application errors, and a source of confusion 
for correct timing analysis results. Supplying 
constraint information for a design basically falls 
into three categories of constraint commands: 
Clock constraints, Data constraints, and Timing 
Exceptions.

Clock constraints are the SDC commands that 
specify the characteristics of all clocks used in 
the design. They include all characteristics of the 
input clocks, all internally generated clocks that 
are essentially derivatives of the input clocks, and 
any clocks that are to be driven out of the device 
for things like source synchronous interfaces. 
Creating clock constraints is relatively straight 
forward, with minimal complexity involved, and 

can be used in the design implementation phase 
for FPGAs and ASICs as they define how certain 
clocks are to be treated and influence their 
creation.

Data constraints give relational positioning 
information of data signals, or absolute skew 
requirements for any incoming or outgoing data 
signals for the device and are typically referenced 
to a clock source. They are sometimes used in 
the implementation phase, depending on the 
complexity of the routing engines (i.e. if they 
take advantage of timing driven place-and-route 
techniques), and describe the ‘boundaries’ for 
expected fitting and routing delays. Data 
constraints can be quite complex due to the 
nature of the interface under design.

Timing exceptions are mainly to control a 
timing analysis engine (incorporated after the 
implementation phase of a design) so that 
the correct analysis results are calculated. For 
example, false path controls for restricting the 
analysis to appropriate data paths to give a more 
accurate and relative timing analysis result. 

Data1 Data2 Data3 Data4

Data Valid Window    Data Valid Window    
Data Hold

Data Setup

Clock

Data

Data1 Data2 Data3 Data4

Data Valid Window    Data Valid Window    Data Hold
Data Setup

Clock

Data
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Constraint Complexities
FPGA manufacturers recommendations on
controlling their tool set based on design
characteristics for specifying data constraints 
can be quite confusing and complicated. The 
confusion comes from the complex nature of 
the manufacturers timing analysis engine. These 
built-in timing engines don’t posses a direct 
ability to determine when a signal edge will 
occur, they instead deal with the edge 
relationships in a more indirect approach, 
relying on ‘relational’ information from the data 

constraints that describe when to expect data 
to occur in relation to its latching clock edge. 
Results are calculated based on reference clock 
period, the internal primitive and interconnect 
delays associated with the data signals, and the 
clock/data alignment style for the interface. The 
accuracy of this information is dependent on 
the user understanding how the analysis engine 
interprets situations for setup time, hold time, 
and clock-to-output times based on the style of 
design they are implementing, because values 
entered as constraints directly affect the analysis 
results.

TimingDesigner can help you manage the 
complexity of Altera’s timing analysis engine 
allowing you to ensure constraints will mirror 
design intent and timing requirements will be 
met. Let’s take a look at what’s involved with 
using TimingDesigner to setup your interface 
requirements in a timing diagram, having it 
generate the constraint values necessary for a 
complete design ‘fit’, as well as the controlling 
FPGA tool script that will extract post-route delay 
information for the signals of interest. We will 
look at both an input and output scenario. 

Input Delay Representation
Constraining the read operation for source 
synchronous interfaces amounts to constraining 
input signals that are to be captured by our FPGA 
controller design. Figure 3 below represents a 
source synchronous DDR input situation. We 
have established the clock and data relationship 
as they appear at the pins of the DDR memory 
device (from the component data sheet) at the 
top of the diagram. This will give us the expected 
clock/data signals with accurate positions with 
which to work.
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Tip: TimingDesigner will 
warn you if the source 
and target of your 
measure does not match 
the requirements for 
your input/output delay 
constraint.

Constraining Designs with TimingDesigner

Set Input {max} Delay: {3,3}
Set Input {min} Delay: {2,2}

PCB data delay: 0.8 nS

PCB Clock delay: 0.8 nS

thtsuthtsu

Source Signals from External Device

FPGA Input Signals (at input pins)

FPGA Input Register Signals  (at I/O regis ter pins)

   

SrcClkOut

SrcDataOut

  

FPGAClkIn

FPGADataIn

 

FPGA_RegClk

FPGA_RegData

Figure 3: Example of a DDR center-aligned data input interface to generate SDC design constraints
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Next, we establish how those signals will appear 
at the pins of our FPGA controller by ‘propagating’ 
those waveforms across our PCB interconnect 
using either a known trace delay (from our PCB 
layout tools) or by applying an approximation for 
that delay (from known experience). This is easily 
done by using TimingDesigner’s Derived Clock 
and Derived Signal waveform components to 
replicate the originating signal characteristics and 
applying delay, as illustrated by the middle two 
signals of Figure 3. 

With an accurate representation of our input 
waveforms established, we can now apply 
Measure events that will serve to inform 
TimingDesigner how to apply the input delay 
constraints necessary. Two Measure events are 
applied from the intended latching clock edge 
(the source event for the measure) to the relative 
data event (the target event for the measure) 

representing the relationship between the clock 
and the leading or trailing edge of the data valid 
window. 

For establishing the allowed input maximum delay 
value on a center-aligned data input protocol, the 
target for the Measure should be applied to the 
first leading edge of the data valid window that 
occurs after the clock edge (where the data ends 
its transition to the new state) as indicated in 
Figure 3 above. For the allowed input minimum 
delay value, the target for the Measure should be 
applied to the first trailing edge of data valid 
window after the clock edge (where the data begins 
its transition to the new state). This placement is 
consistent with the SDC specification for defining 
input delay, where the delay value represents the 
amount of time a signal is available after a clock 
edge. This is also illustrated in Figure 3.
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Clock Phase Shift: 90 degrees

Set Input {max} Delay: {0.5,0.5}
Set Input {min} Delay: {-0.5,-0.5}

PCB data delay: 0.8 nS

PCB Clock delay: 0.8 nS

thtsuthtsu

Source Signals from External Device

FPGA Input Signals (at input pins)

FPGA Input Register Signals  (at I/O regis ter pins)

   

SrcClkOut

SrcDataOut

  

FPGAClkIn

FPGADataIn

 

FPGA_RegClk

FPGA_RegData  
Figure 4: Example of a DDR edge-aligned data input interface to generate SDC design constraints

Figure 4 shows the analogous situation when 
our input data appears edge-aligned at the pins 
of our FPGA. Here, we’re anticipating using an 
internal PLL to phase shift the source clock by 90 
degrees in order to accurately capture our data 
within the FPGA I/O registers. As the above figure 

shows, if the maximum or minimum input delay 
event for the data valid window occurred before 
the respective clock edge it would have a negative 
value. This is consistent with Altera’s TimeQuest 
analyzer’s expectation for edge-aligned source 
synchronous data input constraints.
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Generating Input Delay Constraints
We are now ready to set up generation of the 
appropriate SDC constraints for an input data 
protocol. As stated earlier, we’re looking to 
generate clock constraints, data constraints, and 
exception constraints. 

Clock Constraints
SDC clock constraints are the simplest to
generate in TimingDesigner because all the 
information necessary has already been entered 
to set up the diagram. There are two types of 
clock constraints to deal with: create_clock and 
create_generated_clock.

All input clocks to an FPGA design are 
constrained with the create_clock command in 
the SDC file. Translating that into the
TimingDesigner diagram, any input or base clock 
in the diagram should be created with the Clock 
waveform object, and it will generate the 
create_clock SDC command. Any subsequent 

clocks that are based on that input clock (such 
as a clock that represents the propagation of our 
read clock to the FPGA controller) would be 
modeled using the Derived Clock waveform.

In Figure 3 and Figure 4 above, the clock 
appearing from our DDR memory device is 
created with a Clock waveform (SrcClkOut) and 
the clock that appears at the pins of the FPGA is 
created with a Derived Clock waveform 
(FPGAClkIn) based on the DDR read clock. 
TimingDesigner knows to generate a 
create_clock command from the FPGAClkIn 
waveform because it has been declared as an 
input clock to the FPGA. 

In the attribute window for Clock and Derived 
Clock waveforms, there is a Properties selection 
which will then display another attribute window 
which contains an SDC tab. In that SDC tab are 
the controls for generating the appropriate SDC 
clock command from the clock displayed in the 
diagram. 
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Tip: The direction of the 
waveform in TD affects 
the SDC constraints 
generated. Make sure 
the direction is set 
correctly (input/output/
internal).  

Figure 5: Attribute window for creating SDC clock constraints
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For clocks, it’s just a simple matter of turning the 
SDC generation capability on. If the clock to 
generate is an input clock in the diagram, 
TimingDesigner will automatically generate a 
create_clock command which can be previewed 
in the SDC Properties window. All clock charac-
teristics necessary for the SDC generation are 
then gathered from the TimingDesigner Clock 
waveform attributes and presented in the SDC 
command where appropriate.

Data Delay Constraints
Once clocks have been declared and generated, 
the next thing to setup is the generation of data 
delay constraints. TimingDesigner will generate 
the command for set_input_delay (both minimum 
and maximum) from the strategically placed 
Measure event. SDC controls are present in the 
SDC tab of the Properties attribute window of 
the corresponding Measure event, as shown in 
Figure 6 below. 

There are three fields to setup for input delay 
constraints as listed below:

• Generate SDC – This simply turns SDC         
generation on for this event.

• Delay Type – Enter the type of input delay       
applicable for the event. Choices are Input Min 
delay, or Input Max delay.

• Data Rate – Enter the data rate for the design’s 
data capture. Choices are Single and Double 
data rates, which controls whether there is a 
replicated input delay command relative to the 
falling clock edge for double-data rate designs.  
This alleviates the need to replicate Measure 
events for both rising and falling clock capture 
edges.

Set these fields as appropriate for the design, 
and then preview the generated constraints in the 
SDC Preview window.

Creating the SDC File for Input
To generate the SDC file for input protocol 
diagram description, select Export to File from 
the File pull down menu of the Diagram window, 
provide a file name, and select OK.

Once the SDC file is generated it can be included 
in your Quartus II FPGA project to drive place & 
route and timing analysis. For more information 
about adding an SDC file to a Quartus II project 
see: (Quartus II Handbook: http://www.altera.
com/literature/hb/qts/quartusii_handbook.pdf) 
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Tip: Make sure your 
signal and port names 
match those of your 
FPGA design. TD will use 
these to generate the 
SDC file.

Figure 6: SDC controls for input data delay generation

http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/qts/quartusii_handbook.pdf
http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/qts/quartusii_handbook.pdf
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Tip: Think of the data 
delay constraints as 
describing to the fitter 
the desired/required 
signal positioning 
that will give you the 
best chance of design 
success (in this case 
center aligned).

PCB data delay

PCB Clock delay

Set Output {min}: {2.5,2.5}
Set Output {max}: {2.5,2.5}

Phase shift: 90 degrees

th: 500pstsu: 1ns

Input Clock to FPGA

Phase-Locked-Loop Outputs

Source Signals output from FPGA

Source Signals to receiving interface

 

inclk

    

PLL_ext_clock

   

dqs

dq

  

SrcClkIn

SrcDataIn  

PLL_data_clock

Figure 7: Example of a DDR center-aligned data output interface to generate SDC design constraints

Output Delay Representation
For output delay the diagram would be created 
as illustrated in Figure 7 below, which represents 
a write operation. We establish an input clock 
that is used as the base clock for running the 
necessary internal clocks, then build on that 
to create the originating signal characteristics 
emerging from the FPGA, which in turn are 
propagated to the associated external device in-
put pins. This allows observation of the required 
clock/data relationship needed for the external 
device to correctly capture the necessary data, 
and easily illustrates any necessary signal 
correction at the source.
 
To create the input clock, simply use a Clock 
waveform and establish the clock characteristics 
for generation of the appropriate output signals 
from the FPGA (shown in Figure 7 as inclk at the 
top of the diagram). In our design example here, 
this input clock will be used to drive the internal 
PLL of our FPGA, producing two internally used 
clocks that will be modeled by Derived Clocks in 

our diagram. These two clocks, one for
driving the data (PLL_data_clock) and the other 
for the output source clock (PLL_ext_clock) are 
represented in the diagram section below the 
input clock. Note that we’ve shifted the output 
source clock signal by 90 degrees in order to 
create a center-aligned clock/data relationship at 
the outputs.

Now we’re ready to create our output clock and a 
representation for the output data. In the section 
just below our PLL clocks in Figure 7, we see 
the dqs and dq signals. The output clock signal 
(dqs) is modeled using a Derived Clock with the 
PLL_ext_clock as its base input, and represents 
our output clock as it is driven from the PLL 
output, through an I/O buffer and out of the 
FPGA device. The data signal (dq) can simply be 
a Bus waveform with delays to correctly posi-
tion the edge events, or it can be modeled with a 
Derived Signal to represent the generation of the 
signal at the output pins.
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Output delay for SDC is defined to be the amount 
of time desired for a data signal before the clock 
edge occurs. So we apply Measure events on 
the signals emanating from the FPGA with the 
maximum delay corresponding to what’s known 
as data setup time, and the minimum delay 
corresponding to the data hold time. Note that 
any data edge that occurs after the corresponding 
clock edge will be a negative value. 

Finally, we can represent our final destination 
of our signals at the memory device pins by 
propagating the dqs and dq signals across our 
PCB using an estimated (or extracted) delay value 
as shown by the bottom two signals in Figure 7. 
It is here where we can apply our receiving device 
input signal requirements for setup and hold, and 
make our final determination on how our signal 
timing is being affected by our design.

Generating Output Delay Constraints
Setting up generation of the appropriate SDC 
constraints for an output data protocol is almost 
exactly the same process as that for generating 
constraints for input data protocol. Once again 
we’re looking to generate clock, data, and 
exception constraints. 

Clock Constraints
For output protocols, generating clock 
constraints is really no different than for 
generating input protocol clock constraints, with 
the exception of the type of constraint 
generated. As noted in the Generating Input 
Delay Constraints section, a Clock waveform  
will generate a create_clock command, but for 
a Derived Clock waveform, TimingDesigner will 
automatically sense the correct clock constraint 
command based on the direction establish for the 
clock in the diagram. That is to say that a Derived 
Clock waveform having a direction of input will 
generate a create_clock command, and any other 
direction setting (output or internal) would 
generate a create_generated_clock command. 

The process is the same as described above to 
turn on the SDC generation for output protocol 
clock constraints, with the controls present in 
the Properties window of the respective clock 
attribute window. Refer to Figure 5 for 
accessing the clock generation controls.

Data Delay Constraints
Once clocks have been declared and generated, 
the next thing to set up is the generation of data 
delay constraints. TimingDesigner will 
generate the command for set_output_delay 
(both minimum and maximum) from the 
strategically placed Measure event. SDC controls 
are present in the SDC tab of the Properties 
attribute window of the corresponding Measure 
event, as shown in Figure 8 below. 

There are five fields to set up for output delay 
constraints as listed below:

• Generate SDC – This simply turns SDC 
generation on for this event.

• Delay Type – Enter the type of input delay 
applicable for the event. Choices are Output Min 
delay, or Output Max delay.

• Data Rate – Enter the data rate for the design’s 
data capture. Choices are Single and Double 
data rates, and basically controls whether there 
is a replicated output delay command relative to 
the falling clock edge for double-data rate
designs, alleviating the need to replicate 
Measure events for both rising and falling clock 
capture edges.

• Launch/Latch – Enter the relationship between 
the launching data clock edge and the latching 
data clock edge. If the clock edge for launching 
data is the same as the clock edge for 
latching data, then select the Same Edge entry,           
otherwise select the Opposite Edge selection.

• Launch Clock – For output delay specifications, 
there are usually some exceptions associated 
with the possible data paths encountered by the 
FPGA timing analysis engine. These 
exceptions generally help to reduce the amount 
of data to analyze for timing paths and therefore 
provide more concise data generation. In order 
to provide exception information, TimingDe-
signer needs to know what signal is used as 
the launching clock for the data. This field entry 
allows you to select a signal name from the 
signals present in the diagram, identified as the 
launching clock signal.

Set these fields as appropriate for the design, 
and then preview the generated constraints in the 
SDC Preview window.
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Tip: Altera Quartus II 
can accept multiple SDC 
files for the same FPGA 
design. This is often 
recommended to ease 
navigation and review of 
the constraints. 

Figure 8: SDC controls for Output Delay configuration

Creating the SDC File for Output
To generate the SDC file for output protocol 
diagram description, select Export to File from 
the file pull down menu of the Diagram window, 
provide a file name, and select OK. 

Once the SDC file is generated it can be included 
in your Quartus II FPGA project to drive place 
and route. For more information about adding an 
SDC file to a Quartus II project see: (Quartus II 
Handbook: http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/
qts/quartusii_handbook.pdf) 

Extracting Post-fit Delay Timing
Once the design constraints have been
established for the design, the next steps are to 
synthesize and fit the design into the targeted 
device and achieve a resulting timing netlist that 
contains the incremental signal delay information. 
After all, we are trying to determine the 
resulting effects of our implemented design as 
fit into the FPGA device. We already have the 
desired signal relationships established in the 
diagrams that incorporate how our FPGA
 interacts with the other critical devices in our 
communication paths. So the natural progression 
is to update these diagrams with the delay 
information from our FPGA tool set and verify 
that our design will still meet timing. 

A Two Pass Fitter Approach

Most all designs will require two iterations 
through the FPGA tool set: the first to establish 
the initial path and element delays of the 
corresponding fit, and the second to fine tune the 
phase control for our clock/data relationships. 
Initial fitting basically establishes the elements 
the design will need to use along with their
associated delays and allows the base line to 
apply to the waveform relationships from which 
any further design adjustments can be made. 
Once the base line is established, we can examine 
the effects on the signal waveforms in our timing 
diagram, and then make decisions on any timing 
adjustments necessary.

http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/qts/quartusii_handbook.pdf
http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/qts/quartusii_handbook.pdf
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Generating an Altera Tcl script
For Altera FPGA designs, TimingDesigner can 
generate a Tcl (Tool Command Language) script 
that will extract and assemble the relative delay 
information pertaining to the signals present in 
our timing diagram. This is generated from the 
File –> Export File… command in the Diagram 

window, selecting the Altera Tcl Script (*.tcl) file 
to type, and then entering a file name. Users are 
then presented with an attribute window that 
controls settings in the Tcl script that determine 
how and what type of path data is extracted and 
assembled.

Figure 9: Export attribute window for generating an Altera Tcl script

Each field entry is described below:

• Altera Project – Altera’s development system, 
Quartus II, is organized on a project basis in 
order to keep detailed project file information 
organized. Enter the Altera project name here 
so that the Tcl script can use that to load the 
proper project.

• SDC Filename – TimingDesigner will generate 
an SDC file based on the diagram that was setup. 
Enter the name of the desired SDC constraint file 
here so that the Tcl script can ‘read’ the desired 
constraints from the design.

• Generate Delay Report (TD Import file *.adf) – 
This controls whether or not an importable file  
will be generated for TimingDesigner. If selected, 
a file is generated that will be compatible for im-
port in the Parameter Spreadsheet (or a library 
file) of TimingDesigner. In addition, this delay 
report file can be based on Altera’s ‘slow’ timing 
model or ‘fast’ timing model. Select either or 

both in the section to generate the desired delay 
information. If both are selected, the ‘fast’ report 
is generated first, followed by the ‘slow’ report, 
each generating their own respective file for 
import into TimingDesigner.

• Timing Report Options – Altera provides a   
multitude of path information for delay and    
timing paths. Select the specific information 
desired in the report file.

• Generate Timing Report (Human readable 
format) – If selected, TimingDesigner will 
generate a detailed verbose timing report that 
is analogous to what would be generated from 
the TimeQuest GUI report panels. This is handy 
when there are questions on what the tool 
extracted from Quartus II, or if more details are 
desired for clarity on the timing information.

• Bus Settings – This section is used when there 
are timing details that can be reported on bus 
elements of a design. When creating the 
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Tip: Using derived 
signals and clocks 
to build downstream 
waveforms allows easy 
import of delay data 
through the Propagation 
Delay field.

TimingDesigner timing diagram, if there were 
Bus waveforms used in the diagram and SDC 
generation objects attached to it, TimingDesigner 
assumes this is a valid bus and expects a 
definition for bus size so that it can extract some 
bus analysis details. Many times with defined 
buses of an interface, there will be elements 
having relatively short delays and elements 
having relatively long delays. TimingDesigner’s 
script file will parse the delay information
associated with identified buses, collecting and 
reporting the maximum delay and minimum 
delay associated with the elements of that bus. 
This allows a user to apply delay with uncertainty 
across time regions where a bus is expected 
to be in flux, giving more insight into what to 
expect for actual valid data regions. So this
section allows a user to identify the size of each 
bus detected so that the max/min algorithm in 
the script can collect the correct data for the bus.

After entering all the desired information, select 
the Export button to generate the Tcl script. This 
script can then be copied into the appropriate 
Altera project directory along with the generated 
SDC file, and ran either from command line or 
from the TimeQuest GUI, to generate the delay 
information from the post fit design project.

The command to run this script from the active 
Altera project directory is:

Quartus_sta –t <tcl script file name>.tcl

For more information about running TCL scripts 
in Altera Quartus II see: (Quartus II Handbook:
http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/qts/quar 
tusii_handbook.pdf) 

Importing Post Fit delay into 
TimingDesigner
Once the Tcl script has been executed, a file name 
AltTD_Import_<timing_model>.adf is generated 
for import into TimingDesigner. This is a CSV 
based file that can be brought into the Parameter 
Spreadsheet so that the delay  values can be 
easily linked to the timing diagram waveforms. It 
contains a header and footer row for easy 
identification of the imported elements. Simply 
select File -> Import/Merge from the Parameter 
Spreadsheet window, select the *.adf file type, 
locate the desired import file, and select OK.

Now it’s just a simple matter of applying the 
imported delay variables to the appropriate
waveforms for an accurate presentation of the 
interface timing depicted in the diagram. Each 
entry has an appropriate comment that indentifies 
what that variable is so that it can be applied to 
the appropriate waveform in the diagram.
Identified buses that have their elements
analyzed for maximum and minimum delay are 
also presented, after each element is broken 
down in the delay import. 

Figure 10: Attribute window showing the Propagation Delay field 
populated with the imported delay value for post- fit analysis

http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/qts/quartusii_handbook.pdf
http://www.altera.com/literature/hb/qts/quartusii_handbook.pdf
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By applying the imported delays, users update 
the protocol interface waveforms to reflect the 
most accurate timing waveform relationships 
associated with their FPGA design. This allows 
designers to make informed decisions on how 
to resolve any potential timing conflicts exposed 
with the analysis, and allows an accurate picture 
of interface performance for documentation. 
Issues such as the amount of phase shift 

necessary for accurate data capture, and the 
resulting size for their data valid windows, are 
immediately apparent in diagram, as shown in 
Figure 11 below. SDC constraints can then be 
regenerated, if needed, and the design re-fit to 
accommodate any changes, again importing the 
new delays into TimingDesigner to verify the 
results.

Set Output {min}: {2.316,2.35}
Set Output {max}: {2.65,2.684}

Phase shift: 166.14

th: 500ps
tsu: 1ns

Source Signals output from FPGA

Source Signals to receiving interface

   

dqs

dq

  

SrcClkIn

SrcDataIn  
Figure 11: Example of applied delay imports to the data signals showing a bit of uncertainty (along the leading edge of the data valid window) and 
the resulting center aligned clock/data relationship

High-speed designs often have stringent 
specifications and tight release schedules, so 
there’s a valid need for an interactive timing 
specification and analysis tool to obtain fast and 
complete timing margin analyses to address all 
of the factors that can ultimately affect design 
success. TimingDesigner used along with Altera’s 
Quartus II FPGA development system provides 
a powerful solution set that allows you to tackle 
these timing challenges. The versatile clock
configurations and abundant I/O resources of 
today’s FPGA devices allow high throughput data 
transfer, while TimingDesigner delivers SDC 
constraint generation and accurate critical path 
timing analysis results required for high-speed  
interface design. Together, these tools allow you to 
accurately capture and exchange critical interface 
timing information, and allow you to visually 
verify that your design will perform as desired.

TimingDesigner Examples
To obtain the accompanying TimingDesigner and 
Altera design files discussed in this application 
note go to: http://www.timingdesigner.com/
Resources/an_altera_design_flow_files.aspx 

Summary

http://www.timingdesigner.com/Resources/an_altera_design_flow_files.aspx
http://www.timingdesigner.com/Resources/an_altera_design_flow_files.aspx
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